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Automated mapping of relict patterned ground: an approach to evaluate morphologically subdued landforms using Unmanned-Aerial-Vehicles and Structure-from-Motion technologies

Abstract
Relict landforms provide a wealth of information on the evolution of the modern landscape and climate change in the past. To improve understanding of the origin and development of these landforms we need better spatial measurements across a variety of scales. This can be challenging using conventional surveying techniques due to difficulties in landform recognition on the ground (e.g. weak visual/topographic expression) and spatially variable areas of interest. Here we explore the appropriateness of existing remote sensing data sets (aerial LiDAR and aerial photography) and newly acquired Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) imagery of a test site on the upland of Dartmoor in SW England (Leeden Tor) for the recognition and automated mapping of relict patterned ground composed of stripes and polygons. We find that the recognition of these landforms is greatly enhanced by automated mapping using spectral 2D imagery. Image resolution is important, with the recognition of elements (boulders) of <1m maximised from the highest resolution imagery (Red-Green-Blue UAV) and recognition of landforms (10-100 m scale) maximised on coarser resolution aerial imagery. Topographic metrics of these low relief (0.5 m) landforms is best extracted from structure-from-motion (SfM) processed UAV true-colour imagery, and in this context the airborne LiDAR data proved less effective. Integrating automated mapping using spectral attributes and SfM-derived Digital Surface Models (DSMs) from UAV RGB imagery provides a powerful tool for rapid reconnaissance of field sites to facilitate the extraction of meaningful topographic and spatial metrics that can inform on the origin of relict landform features. Care should be given to match the scale of features under consideration to the appropriate scale of datasets available.
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Introduction

The advent of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) has proved to be a major advance in airborne remote sensing, offering both a cost-effective and temporally-flexible method of image acquisition that can complement or indeed substitute the traditional remote sensing platforms of manned aircraft and satellites. In addition to provision of high resolution 2D imagery, the use of a UAV provides an alternative method for development of Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), which here we take to include both Digital Surface Models (DSMs of the earth surface and all objects upon it, thus including vegetation) and Digital Terrain Models (DTMs of the bare earth surface, not including vegetation). This is achieved via structure-from-motion (SfM) and now more than rivals manned airborne and spaceborne LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging), interferometry, photogrammetry, and radar altimetry, in addition to ground-based surveys, in terms of cost, portability, and rapidity of data collection (e.g. Westoby et al 2012; Fonstad et al 2013; Piermattei et al, 2016). SfM is a form of photogrammetry which utilises algorithms to identify matching points between overlapping images to produce a 3D surface (Carrivick et al., 2016), and can be conducted within a range of computer software packages and web- or smartphone-based apps (Micheletti et al., 2015a). Given the relatively close range of typical UAV-based data collection (usually <100m above the ground surface), the images acquired are very high resolution (typically <10 cm), even when using consumer-grade digital cameras. By using suitable ground control points or a real-time kinematic global navigation satellite system (RTK GNSS) capability to constrain elevation, SfM-derived DSMs are more accurate and precise than DEMs produced using airborne LiDAR (e.g. Carrivick et al 2016). The SfM workflow is thus a tool increasingly used within the geoscience community as UAV and data processing technology becomes more affordable and accessible (Westoby et al., 2012; Micheletti et al., 2015b; Smith et al., 2016), bridging the gap between spatially extensive but often expensive traditional remote image acquisition and high resolution but spatially-restricted and labour-intensive, ground-based data collection.

SfM has been used for a broad range of geoscience applications, including landslide monitoring (e.g. Lucieer et al., 2013), reconstruction of flood magnitude (e.g. Smith et al., 2014), mapping of coastal environments (e.g. Mancini et al., 2013), and topographic surveying (e.g. Tonkin et al., 2014). The relatively low cost of UAV image acquisition also means that SfM is not only useful for 'one time only' mapping, but also in understanding Earth surface processes, where access for repeat survey is possible. While SfM is being employed more frequently for the study of cryospheric processes and glacial landforms (e.g. Immerzeel et al., 2014; Nolan et al., 2015; Ryan et al., 2015; Westoby et al., 2015; Ely et al., 2016; Evans et al 2016), its use in the study of periglacial activity and landforms has been
very limited to date, with a small number of studies on rock glaciers and high-Arctic alluvial fans (e.g. Gómez-Gutiérrez et al., 2014; Haas et al. 2015; Piermattei et al., 2016) and fewer still specifically on periglacial patterned ground (e.g. Kääb et al., 2014). In their study of patterned ground in Spitsbergen, Kääb et al. (2014) employed repeat ground-based photography alongside SfM and feature tracking to better understand the evolution of sorted circles, reporting vertical precision on the order of ±6 mm. This level of accuracy, combined with opportunity for repeat image acquisition, champions the use of SfM not only for geomorphological mapping, but also for process geomorphology, even at the micro-topographic scale.

It is thus evident that the repeated and high resolution (<5 m) DSMs that can be generated from UAV survey imagery have significant potential for informing the study of process and environmental change in glacial and periglacial environments (e.g. Abermann et al 2010; Kääb et al., 2014). In more recent years both ground and airborne LiDAR have fulfilled this data niche. The use of SfM to build DSMs from UAV-derived data has potential to contribute in these areas and to bridge some of the spatial resolution gaps currently experienced from commercially available LiDAR. In investigations of DEM accuracy (e.g. Boulton and Stokes 2018) and comparability with ground based traditional survey (using a total station), UAV imagery processed through SfM software has compared favourably (e.g. Kršák et al 2016). Piermattei et al. (2016) compared airborne LiDAR against handheld ground-based digital RGB imagery, processed through SfM software to produce a DSM of a rock glacier. These researchers found that processing times on the non-georeferenced images were long (10 days, though this is clearly dependent on individual hardware and software capabilities), but that the level of expertise required for processing was lower than that required for LiDAR and traditional photogrammetry. They estimated the SfM DSM accuracy of the reconstructed rock glacier surface to be 0.02 m - 0.17 m. Using a UAV (GPS enabled) both improves the spatial coverage and thus accuracy of the potential SfM DSM, speeds up data acquisition (for the surveys presented in this paper, an aircraft mission that can survey 300 x 300m typically takes less than 15 mins for a double grid criss-cross flight mission to optimize SfM DSM generation) and reduces the problems of processing time.

The particular geomorphological challenges in collecting reliable metrics to analyse active and relict patterned ground in periglacial environments are common to the understanding of other landforms that may be problematic to recognise at ground level using traditional techniques. For example, the topographic data need to be high enough resolution to discern subtle relief features and also allow time-efficient mapping of the distribution of features that are visually challenging to determine at ground level over wide areas. To evaluate the efficacy of SfM and UAV imagery in delineating and analysing such features, we focus here
on the collection of a range of remotely-sensed data sets, and evaluate their effectiveness for describing and identifying relict sorted and patterned ground which may have a linear or polygonal structure. This will be achieved by integrating both optical imagery (spectral signature) and topographic metrics to enable automated mapping on a field site near Leeden Tor, Dartmoor in the UK (Fig. 1). Recommendations based on this experience will be presented for wider application of these approaches. Further additional work will build on these observations to examine the process origins of the features considered.

[insert Figure 1]

Study area

Dartmoor has long been upheld as an archetypal example of a relict periglacial environment characterised by suites of mature periglacial landforms. Those identified include gelifluction deposits, altiplanation terraces, block-fields and patterned ground (Te Punga, 1956; Palmer and Nielsen 1962; Waters, 1964; Gerrard, 1988; Bennett et al., 1996; Evans et al., 2012a). Recent research by Evans et al. (2012a; 2012b) alludes to the possibility that Dartmoor may also have been subject to glaciation during the Pleistocene, contrasting with previously held views of the extent of Pleistocene glaciation in the UK (e.g. Chiverrell & Thomas, 2010). The icefield-style glaciation of north and central Dartmoor theorised by Evans et al. (2012a) has been offered as an explanation to why some perceived periglacial landforms in north Dartmoor are alleged to be less developed in comparison to those found in surrounding areas (Evans et al., 2017), although more rigorous regional mapping is required to verify this. It is surprising, therefore, that despite the established and emerging research regarding the nature and distribution of periglaciation in the uplands of SW England, systematic mapping of the features found across extensive areas of Dartmoor has hitherto not been undertaken (Evans et al. 2017). This, in part, reflects Dartmoor’s large size (954 km$^2$), and that as a protected landscape with only rare subsurface sections through often both relict and polygenetic landform features, landscape interpretation can be challenging. Emerging technologies provide the opportunity to undertake more rigorous terrain evaluation of extensive areas and have stimulated a revisit of the origins of the ‘classic’ relict periglacial landforms that occur over wide areas of Dartmoor.

The study area, Leeden Tor is a castellated tor standing at 389 m a.s.l. and situated in the south-west of Dartmoor National Park (Fig. 1) and approximately 3.5 km south-west of the village of Princetown. The area around the tor is developed on microgranite with loam soil cover in places, and the surrounding slopes by more typical Dartmoor granite covered with sandy loam. The tor has an apparent $^{10}$Be exposure age of ~100 ka (Gunnell et al. 2013). The study site discussed here is located on a tor-free summit, immediately south of Leeden
Tor, at an elevation of 385 m a.s.l. and covering 0.42km$^2$ (Fig. 1). This site has been chosen due to its accessibility, limited vegetation cover and the presence of sorted patterned ground ranging from stripes to polygons (Fig. 2).

In addition to patterned ground, the south-facing slopes of Leeden Tor also play host to a number of stone hut circles (Fig. 1) that are evidence of Bronze Age settlement at this site (Fleming 2008). While these hut circles are obvious as positive reliefs (~0.5-1m) both on the ground (Fig. 2C) and from the air at Leeden Tor (Fig. 3), it is worth exercising caution when interpreting upland landscapes in south-west England, particularly with regard to human reworking of clitter (boulder fields) either as part of a process of appropriation or augmentation of natural features (Bradley 2000; Tilley et al., 2000). On a more prosaic level, readily-available stone is likely to have been exploited during the construction of the abundant prehistoric hut circles and field walls across the southwest uplands. Additionally, the lower slopes of Leeden Tor have been manually quarried and large boulders removed, most probably for the construction of the Princetown toll road in 1812 (Ebdon 2014). The artificially sharp breaks of slope show up clearly in DEMs of the site (Fig. 3F).

**Approach, methods and datasets**

In this paper we develop and evaluate methodologies for automated mapping of relict, sorted patterned ground. It is beyond the scope of this paper to examine detailed process origins for the features. Rather we wish to focus on the process of extracting useful information on form and location (the nature of being or ‘ontology’ of the patterned ground) that will inform on-going future analyses of landform origin as part of a more extensive and rigorous assessment of the Dartmoor area that has hitherto not been possible by traditional technologies.

**Object ontologies for the sorted, patterned ground**

In the field: Identifying relict patterned ground is often challenging at very close proximity in the field due to the subtle topographic expression and physical size of some features (Fig. 2). In areas such as Dartmoor this recognition is made even more challenging from the ground by the low slope angles and lack of vantage points for distant viewing and low vegetation cover hindering clarity of expression of the features. In this paper we utilise generic, descriptive terms for the features observed, rather than inferring process of origin. Boulder fields across Dartmoor tend to be arranged into sorted and patterned ground that takes the form of stripes, runs and garlands (e.g. Gerrard 1988). Here we use the term
'sorted patterned ground' in a non-genetic sense to describe largely linear to polygonal clustering of boulders, typically in a subtle negative relief where the bare stones that comprise the landforms occur in topographic lows of <0.5 m (e.g. Figs 2 A,B,D). Where the patterned ground forms more polygonal structures (Fig 2) they are clearly distinguishable from hut circles by their more modest negative relief and smaller size (contrast Figs 2C and 2D). For simplicity we refer to the specific geomorphometry of the patterned ground as landforms as they have a recognisable shape (MacMillan and Shary 2009; Evans 2012). Unlike drumlins or cirques these landforms cannot be clearly defined as distinct objects, and are composed of what we refer to here as ‘elements’ (a sub-component of the landform), which in this case are individual sub-meter scale boulders (Fig. 2).

Remotely: Identification of geomorphic features within a programme of field mapping involves a combination of agreed definitions (as outlined above), normally based on morphometric properties and expert knowledge suitable for the recognition of these properties, to develop a geomorphological signature (Giles 1998). Moving from field- to remote sensing-based mapping essentially involves a similar process: expert knowledge is used to classify features identified within imagery into a series of established geomorphic features (e.g. Smith et al 2006). In the case of the relict periglacial geomorphology of Dartmoor, features are evident on vertical aerial imagery as polygonal and linear arrangements of boulders, with the exact form of these periglacial features controlled by local topography (Fig 2). Manual digitising of geomorphic features is possible, but has long been considered within the GIS literature as potentially error-prone (Goodchild 1987), largely as a result of positional error in the manual digitisation process (e.g. Santangelo et al 2015). Similar landforms have been manually mapped at Great Mis Tor (Green and Eden, 1973; Harrison et al. 1996) using traditional techniques. Automated feature extraction is now possible within geomorphology at the landform level (Drăguţ and Blaschke, 2006), drawing upon spectral and topographic (e.g. slope gradient and convexity) characteristics for particular types of landform (e.g. Martha et al., 2010; Telfer et al., 2015). We explore the extent to which mapping sorted patterned ground can be automated across datasets of different spatial resolution.

In order to automatically extract the patterned ground, object-based ontologies are required, that is, the landform features must be identified according to objective rules. For the purposes of this study, the formal ontology of patterned ground (the landform) is a group of boulders (elements) with a minimum areal extent and subtle relief. Linearity is not included within the ontology, as whilst the patterned ground can be broadly linear in form, the upslope ends of these features merge into polygonal arrangements, and bifurcations of stripes are common. Boulders are delineated using spectral characteristics derived from either true
colour (red, green, blue - RGB) or near-infrared (NIR) false-colour composite imagery. The extent to which it is possible to apply this ontology to extract patterned ground from positions of boulders, across different resolution imagery, including datasets produced using SfM, is one of the challenges addressed within this paper.

Datasets

A series of different datasets have been used within this paper, including existing imagery and topographic data, and newly-acquired UAV surveys (Fig. 3 and Table 1). Three sets of pre-georeferenced aerial photos (two true-colour RGB and one false-colour infrared) were obtained from Dartmoor National Park Authority (DNPA) and Devon County Council (DCC). The ground resolution of the true-colour RGB imagery datasets are 25 cm and 12.5 cm, while the false-colour infrared imagery has a resolution of 12.5 cm. LiDAR data collected in 2013 was obtained from the TellusSW programme at 1 m resolution (Ferraccioli et al., 2014).

Two new surveys were flown during the summer of 2016 using two different platforms: a SenseFly EBEE fixed-wing UAV and a DJI Phantom3 Professional rotary-wing UAV. In both cases flights were pre-planned to ensure 80% endlap and 85% sidelap, providing maximal overlap between adjacent images for optimal SfM analysis. This degree of overlap was based on experimentation from previous missions and the recommendation of the flight planning software. The flight mission planning software used was eMotive for the Ebee and Pix4DCapture for the DJI Phantom. The EBEE was equipped with an 18.2 MP RGB camera, with automatic image capture every three seconds on pre-planned flight lines, and a total of 219 images were collected across a 0.42 km² survey area. The Phantom3 Pro UAV was equipped with a 12.4 MP RGB camera with a 35 mm equivalent lens, and captured two hundred images across a 0.12 km² area. The ground sampling distance of the two surveys were 3.6 cm (EBEE) and 2.3 cm (Phantom3). Each mission took <20mins flight time.

Data Processing

Post-processing of both sets of UAV data was undertaken using Pix4DMapper Pro for the generation of seamless orthomosaic imagery and DSM.

All imagery and topographic surfaces were clipped to a 0.35 km² area (Fig. 1) to reduce processing time. An unsupervised classification was run on each set of imagery data, using the three colour bands (R-G-B/NIR-R-G) as the input for each image. The unsupervised classification undertakes cluster analysis on the dataset, and the resulting dendrogram is then cut to return a specified number of classes. Experimentation showed that ten classes were sufficient to differentiate boulders within the imagery. The output of unsupervised classification was reclassified to retain only those classes that represented boulders. These
were then generalised to patterned ground by converting ‘boulder’ classes to polygons, which were then aggregated based on a distance threshold. Following experimentation with difference threshold distances, adjacent boulders within 0.5 m of each other were considered part of the same landform, and the feature retained if it had an area of at least 4 m². Elevational cross-sections were extracted from each of the three DSMs (LiDAR, EBEE DSM and DJI Phantom DSM) across a single stripe.

Results

1) Spectral signature and recognition of landform planform

Unsupervised classification of imagery in all cases delineates the key features on the ground, and patterns derived from classification are superficially similar across all datasets (Fig. 4). A notable difference between classified outputs is the ‘blockiness’ of the delineated features: the Phantom3 UAV imagery data produces very fine-grained output (Fig 4B) whilst the 2005/6 25cm resolution vertical RGB imagery produces more ‘continuous’ groups of boulders (Fig 4A). The differences between the DNPA RGB and NIR outputs, both of which have a spatial resolution of 12.5 cm, are striking (Figs 4C and 4D). The output from NIR imagery produces ‘fuller’ mapping and more continuous clustering of boulders than the output from RGB imagery, in spite of having been collected contemporaneously and at the same resolution. This can likely be attributed to the ability of the NIR band to better discriminate between boulder and vegetation cover than RGB imagery as a result of the clear spectral response produced by strong absorption of red and strong reflectance of NIR by vegetation (e.g. Walker et al 2011).

[insert Figure 4]

Examination of a single stripe of patterned ground demonstrates the impact of different surveys on the results at the element (boulder) level (Figs 5 and 6). The unsupervised classification approach applied to the highest resolution survey (the Phantom3 imagery) discriminates all boulders including those with a long axis as small as 0.1 m. The processing of this dataset has excluded any boulders with a mapped area smaller than 0.05 m² (~0.22 m x 0.22 m in size), and aggregation of the unsupervised imagery output identifies boulder stripes that closely resemble the true spatial extent of these features. Individual boulders are not clearly differentiated on the 12.5 cm NIR imagery, and as a consequence the mapped output is fuzzier than the output produced using the other three datasets, with stone stripes consequently depicted as wider features (Fig 6), although again the position of the feature is broadly correct.
2) DEMs and landform long and cross-profile topographic signatures

Here comparison is made between the airborne LiDAR data and DSMs produced by SfM applied to both the Phantom3 and EBEE-derived images (Figs 7 and 8). In Figure 7 both topography and angle of slope have been extracted and the extent of the stone stripe (produced based upon the NIR and the Phantom3 UAV surveys) given. The resolution differences between the LiDAR (1 m resolution) and much higher-resolution SfM DSMs are clear and apparent in the contouring (Fig. 4); however, both UAV surveys produce the same topographic patterns. Slope angles are also broadly aligned for the UAV surveys, but show the local ‘noise’ generated by mapping of individual boulder edges within the surveys (Fig 7). Smoothing these data using 1 m-long moving averages show that the single stripe examined occupies slopes of ~<10-12 degrees. For both slope and elevation, the same (albeit coarser) trends are captured across transect V-W by the LiDAR dataset, with the stripe of patterned ground occupying a slope of ~5-10 degrees (as measured at 1 m resolution).

The cross-sectional transect X-Y demonstrates the key difference between the high-resolution LiDAR DTM and the ultra-high-resolution UAV-SfM DSM (Fig 8): it is not possible to discriminate any topographic expression of the stone stripe in the LiDAR dataset. Both UAV-SfM DSMs show the same pattern, forming a negative topographic feature, with a relief of ~0.15-0.2 m, a topography that is confirmed from the ground (Fig 2D). Although transect V-W is very similar for both the EBEE and the Phantom3 DSM outputs, more detail is captured in the EBEE DSM, even though it has a marginally coarser resolution.

Discussion

The combination of UAV, SfM and automated mapping technologies offer potential for enhanced analysis of geomorphological features. Here we consider the experience of using these approaches to analyse low relief and relict periglacial landforms and consider the scope for wider application. We examine the capability of both spectral signature and DEM generation from SfM in the analyses of these landforms at the Leeden Tor site on Dartmoor, and offer recommendations on applications of these methodologies, as summarised in Fig. 9.
1) Use of Spectral signature - RGB and NIR

Although spectral signature has been used to identify the nature and extent of active permafrost-related periglacial features by using patterns of vegetation (e.g. Allen et al. 2008, Ulrich et al. 2009, Poelking et al. 2015) it has rarely been considered for the identification of patterned ground. In the study presented here the spectral signature provides a powerful tool for visually identifying the landform elements (boulders) that constitute and define the recognisable landforms (sorted patterned ground). For these relict features both RGB and NIR work well due to the vegetation versus ‘bare rock’ characteristics of the boulders (Figs 2 and 3). Both the resolution and processing of the data (i.e. how the elements are grouped into a landform at the automated classification stage) will determine the apparent clarity of visual expression of the landform features. Applying the same ontology across the different data sets suggests that the resolution of the imagery has some impact on the perceived structure (stripes and polygons) of the patterned ground (Fig 4), where structure is in general visually most defined for the coarser imagery (Fig 4C,D) and NIR (Fig 4D). In contrast, at the element level the higher resolution imagery is the most informative (Fig 5). In the analyses of polygenetic, relict features such as those presented here, data on boulder size, and orientation of long axis may be significant in understanding processes of landform formation. These data can be extracted from the highest resolution drone imagery (Fig. 5) which is superior to the available lower resolution, aerial imagery (Table 1) which is more suitable at the larger landform (patterned ground) scale of analysis. The resulting processed imagery is well suited to manually identifying the basic structure (e.g. stripe versus polygon) observed within the patterned ground (compare Fig 3 and Fig 4). In order to automate the mapping of the different structures that can be observed manually, further consideration would need to be applied to the nature of element to landform amalgamation at the processing level. What is clear from the UAV imagery is the high quality and resolution of the imagery available (Fig. 5). In remote areas, where many active periglacial environments are found, this quality of the UAV RGB imagery means that many smaller landforms and landform elements that currently go unrecognised on coarser commercially available (aerial/satellite) imagery could potentially be identified. The presence of such landforms are often significantly underestimated when using coarser data sets (Dąbski et al. 2017) and yet identification of these smaller features can prove crucial in periglacial environments as they record landscape response to a changing climate (Lemke et al 2007; Dąbski et al. 2017).
2) LiDAR versus SfM generated DEMs

Long profile and cross-sectional data extracted from the SfM DEM from the Leeden Tor study shows clear pattern reproducibility between the UAV surveys (Figs 7 and 8). In comparison to the airborne LiDAR survey data it is clear that the produced DEM slopes are scale dependent (Fig 8) and thus the low relief topography in cross-section is clearly identifiable on the higher resolution UAV imagery, but not on the coarser LiDAR data (Fig. 8). This reinforces earlier research demonstrating scale dependencies in estimation of slope (e.g. Zhang et al 1999; Goodchild 2011), whereby as resolution decreases so slopes get lower. According to Zhang et al. (1999) the optimal DEM resolution for geomorphic analysis should be the finest available to the researcher. In the case of the ultra-high resolution SfM DEM slope data can reflect boulder edges, and hence the problem may not be that of downscaling DEMs (sensu Luoto and Hjort 2008) but identifying an appropriate scale to re-sample DEMs in order to extract useful data for generalising the patterned ground properties.

A significant consideration in determining whether a SfM-derived DEM is suitable for landform analysis is the aim of the survey – is this to produce a DTM or DSM? For most landform studies we are interested in the landform surface (thus a DTM is optimal), which means that SfM may not be an option in heavily vegetated areas. Most active periglacial and recently de-glaciated areas are thus prime targets for SfM due to their lack of vegetation cover, which means that SfM performed on UAV and aerial imagery can offer a cost-effective and higher resolution alternative to LiDAR (Fig. 9), depending on the spatial extent of the area of interest. However, when investigating relict periglacial features, vegetation can become problematic. In this respect careful consideration should be given to when a drone survey is undertaken due to weather conditions etc. (e.g. Duffy et al 2017). On Dartmoor the optimal time for survey would be Spring when weather conditions (clarity and wind) are optimal for flying and prior to the significant growth of bracken, which can grow to 1 m in height and thus in some areas may mask subtle topographic features, or even exacerbate them if it grows in the soil rich, inter-stone-rich areas. Our UAV surveys were undertaken in August of 2016 when bracken growth is still relatively high (but dying back). However the selected sites are dominantly grass covered and well grazed (Fig 2) minimising seasonal variations. Despite this, surface-enhancing effects of the vegetation (in the order of +20cm) are still visible in the last few metres of the example long profile in Fig. 7 (10.5-13.5m along the profile). Vegetation cover, then, should be an important consideration depending on the level of accuracy required and the intended purpose of the survey.
Scale should also be considered when selecting the approach for DEM generation. For very small (<m-scale) landform elements (such as boulders) SfM from ground-based imagery may be suitable (e.g. Kääb et al 2014). For landform elements that cover an extended area and intermediate sized landform features (<km) UAV based SfM is typically more suitable and rivals ground based LiDAR, however for larger (ha) landform features extending across large areas UAV based data becomes less useful and SfM applied to aerial photography from manned aircraft or LiDAR data may be optimal (Fig 9).

3) Prospects for SfM and Spectral Signature -

A combination of SfM-derived DEM and spectral signature provides a potentially powerful tool for the analysis of landforms from a UAV platform. Off-the shelf drones such as those used in this study are capable of creating imagery of sufficient quality for efficient and rigorous landform analysis, particularly where backed up by accurate ground control points. Where spectral contrasts exist for the landforms being analysed, such as the bare rock and vegetation at Leeden Tor, automated processing of RGB images provides a useful way of delimiting elements in the landscape which could then be used for further detailed analysis (e.g. in the case of the boulder elements this could be long axis orientation, size segregation etc.) depending on the resolution of the imagery. In areas of minimal vegetation cover SfM can be used to effectively analyse the geomorphology of landforms from repeat survey.

Whilst this can be achieved on the ground for larger (0.5 km²) areas (Piermattei et al., 2016), the processing time currently is a major limitation, although this should improve as computer systems become more powerful and software more efficient. It may not always be possible to obtain suitable imagery from the ground, making a UAV a valuable extension of the geomorphologists tool-box. The georeferenced images and overlap minimise processing time, maximise accuracy and improve coverage. This then enables the UAV camera platform to provide superior imagery for SfM-DEM processing, providing a viable alternative to LiDAR for intermediate-sized field areas (Fig.9). For subtle relief features, such as those investigated here, the higher resolution offered by SfM from UAV data (and potentially from aerial images for larger areas) proved superior to available LiDAR on which the features cannot be observed (Fig 8). For recognising the planform structure of the patterned ground automated processing of the RGB/NIR imagery was most effective at the coarser scales (Fig. 4), which also enables coverage of larger areas. This approach would be less useful for observation of active patterned ground due to more limited vegetation contrast.

Whilst this study has been targeted at a relict periglacial environment now present within a northern hemisphere, oceanic climate zone, the workflow proposed here could potentially be applied successfully to other geoscience applications and environments. The prerequisites
for suitable settings would be study areas where the features of interest have sufficient spectral contrast to optimise landscape element recognition and limited vegetation cover to maximise DSM accuracy. This might include for example dryland environments where there is scope to develop this approach for mapping features in Quaternary palaeoflood deposits to enable palaeoflood reconstruction (e.g. catastrophic boulder deposits reported from alluvial fans of the Atacama Desert of Northern Chile by Mather & Hartley 2005, supplemented with palaeo-hydrology approaches such as those presented by Stokes et al 2012 and Mather & Stokes 2016) or the mapping of gully-scale soil erosional features (such as the visually contrasting grassland gully system features described by Telfer et al 2014 from the Drakensberg foothills of Rooiberge, South Africa).

Conclusions

Recognition of relict periglacial landform features can be greatly enhanced by automated mapping using spectral 2D imagery. The recognition of elements of <1 m is maximised from the highest resolution imagery (UAV RGB) whilst recognition of the landform (10-100 m scale) is maximised on coarser resolution and NIR aerial imagery. Topographic metrics of these low relief landform features can be best extracted using SfM-processed UAV imagery, and in this case airborne LiDAR data proved to be less effective for this purpose. Integrating these approaches provides a powerful tool for rapid reconnaissance of large areas of such features, facilitating the extraction of meaningful topographic and spatial data that can inform on the origin of relict landforms. It is however, essential to match the scale of features under consideration to the appropriate scale of datasets available. This approach has applications for mapping topographically subtle but spectrally distinct geomorphic features in other environments with limited vegetation cover (e.g. deserts or grasslands).
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Figure captions

Fig. 1: Location of Leeden Tor within Dartmoor National Park and the UK. The ordnance survey map (© Crown copyright and database rights 2017 Ordnance Survey: Digimap Licence) shows spatial extent of prehistoric field boundaries and hut circles also evident in the aerial imagery (Figure 3). Box on topographic map indicates survey area.

Fig. 2: Field site from UAV (DJI Phantom 3 Professional) aerial and field shots. A) oblique aerial UAV image of study area and boulder runs. Note tor-less nature of study site. Dartmoor ponies (solid arrow) for scale and 2 persons and dog (circled). B) overhead UAV shot (2 persons and dog top left as reference from (A). C) field shot of positive relief of hut circle and D) field shot of subtle negative relief of patterned ground (polygonal in foreground to more linear in background).

Fig. 3: Aerial imagery of Leeden Tor from five different imagery datasets (A-E) and 3.5 cm resolution hillshaded DSM derived from EBEE UAV (F). A: EBEE RGB orthomosaic (3.6 cm resolution); B: Phantom UAV RGB orthomosaic (2.3 cm resolution); C: DNPA RGB imagery (12.5 cm resolution); D: DNPA NIR imagery (12.5 cm resolution); E: GeoPerspectives RGB imagery (25 cm resolution, copyright GeoPerspectives). Circular features in the southern (bottom right) part of the images are prehistoric round houses. Box on panel F indicates location of feature shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Fig. 4: Planform of patterned ground across Leeden Tor derived from unsupervised classification and aggregation of features from four sets of imagery data. Contours lines are set at 25 cm intervals. A: 25 cm resolution GeoPerspectives RGB imagery; contours derived from LiDAR. B: 2.6 cm resolution RGB Phantom UAV; contours derived from Phantom UAV DSM. C: 12.5 cm resolution DNPA RGB imagery; contours derived from LiDAR. D: 12.5 cm resolution DNPA NIR imagery; contours derived from LiDAR.

Fig. 5: RGB imagery derived from Phantom UAV at 2.3 cm resolution (A); vectorised position of boulders though reclassification of RGB imagery, with grey indicating < 0.05 m² (B); generalised location of stripe and 25 cm contours from Phantom UAV-derived DTM (C). X-Y and V-W indicates locations of topographic cross section (Figures 7 and 8).

Fig. 6: false-colour IR imagery derived from aerial survey at 12.5 cm resolution (A); vectorised position of boulder spreads though reclassification of false-colour IR imagery, with three classes associated with boulders (B); generalised location of stripe and 25 cm contours from TELLUS SW LiDAR survey (C). X-Y and V-W indicates locations of topographic cross section (Figures 7 and 8).

Fig. 7: Long profile V-W through stripe illustrated in Figures 5 and 6, showing elevation derived from LiDAR, Phantom UAV DSM and EBEE UAV DSM (upper panel), derived slope angles from UAV DSMs (middle panel) and LiDAR-derived slope and 1 m moving-average slopes from UAV DSMs (lower panel).

Fig. 8: Cross section X-Y across boulder stripe illustrated in Figures 5 and 6, showing elevation derived from LiDAR, Phantom UAV DSM and EBEE UAV DSM.

Fig. 9: Suggested appropriate approaches to landform analysis based on available/acquired datasets for DEM and/or Spectral analysis of landforms. For Satellite based data - Optical = imagery e.g. Landsat; SAR = Synthetic Aperture Radar. Underlined text in lighter shaded boxes indicates resources and approaches used in this study.
Table 1: details of datasets utilised at Leeden Tor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Date of acquisition</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RGB geotiff imagery</td>
<td>25 cm</td>
<td>Autumn/Winter 2006</td>
<td>Devon CC (copyright GeoPerspectives)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB geotiff imagery</td>
<td>12.5 cm</td>
<td>April 2015</td>
<td>DNPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False-colour IR imagery</td>
<td>12.5 cm</td>
<td>April 2015</td>
<td>DNPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiDAR DTM</td>
<td>100 cm</td>
<td>July 2013</td>
<td>TELLUS SW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB geotiff imagery and DSM</td>
<td>3.6 cm</td>
<td>August 2016</td>
<td>EBEE UAV (UoP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB geotiff imagery and DSM</td>
<td>2.3 cm</td>
<td>September 2016</td>
<td>Phantom UAV (UoP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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